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Abstract-The hydriding kinetics of hydrogen storage materials in the two-phase regions have been studied. It is
believed that the hydriding process is best classified into three steps: dissolution of hydrogen into the alloy or its
hydride; diffusion of hydrogen atoms through the alloy or its hydride phase; and nucleation and growth of B-hydride
(hydride depositing from supersaturated a-solid solution). Kinetics equations have heen derived for the cases when
one of the three steps is the rate-determining step. Copyright @ 1996 International Association for Hydrogen Energy
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Concentration
of hetrogeneous
nucleation
sites
Hydrogen concentration
of u phase equilibrating with PO
The hydrogen concentration
of the b- or
a-hydrogen
equilibrating
with P,, at the
interface between the a- and b-phase
Concentration
of hydrogen on the outer side
of the surface
Diffusion coefficient of hydrogen atoms in
a- and B-phase
Activation energy for atomic migration per
alloy atom
Nucleation barrier
Total free energy change in LX--, /I phase transformation
Difference of free energy per mole between
a- and B-phase

Misfit strain energy per mole of j-phase
Free energy releasedin the B-phasegrowth
due to the destructionof a defect
Reactionrate constants
Ratio of active area to the total area of the
samplesurface
Constant,representingthe degreeof constraint
in the hydrogen activity
Rateconstantfor hydrogentransition from the
surface to the matrix
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Coefficient

Mobility of the boundary
Number of particles
Number of sitesin unit volume
k
n'
Constant, dependingon the nucleation rate.
the growth rate and the shapeof the hydride
P
Equilibrium pressure
Hydrogen pressureat the outside surfaceof
pTp,.i
sample
PO,PH2 Applied hydrogen pressure
Radiusof the material particle
r0
Hydriding temperature
Tl
Reactiontime
'x
Ratio of hydrogen concentration at any time
to saturate hydrogen concentration equilibrating with P,
j-phase transformedfraction
X,
Distancebetweentwo neighbouringatoms
;
Ratio of the area absorbinghydrogen to the
active area
0
A factor including the vibration frequency of
the atomsand the areaof the critical nucleus
dn dX dX,
The hydriding rate
dt’dt’
dt
1. INTRODUCTION
Many kinetics studieson hydrogen-hydrwn storage
alloys systemhave beenmadein recentyears.However,
there are big disparitiesboth in experimentalresultsand
in theoretical analyses.Budman [ 1J prupoaedthat hydriding wasa phasetransformationprocesswhich could
bedescribedby nucleationanda growth model(Johnson-Mehl--Avami equation). But Suda C2-4’1 and his
coworkers

regarded

hydriding

aa a complex

gas-solid

chemical reaction and proposed a hydriding kinetic
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Fig. 1. Model of hydroding kinetics, (a) model with no two-phase (a + j?) region (continuous moving boundary), (b) model with a
definite width of a + /I two-phase region, (c) model of entirely two-phase (a + /I) region in its initial and later stages, respectively.

modelderived from the chemicalreactionkinetics.Based
completely on reasoningand analysis, Park and Lee
divided the processinto six steps,which were simplified
by Nahm [5] into three steps:the dissociativechemical
absorption of hydrogen on the surface,the diffusion of
the hydrogenatomsthrough the b-phasehydride and the
chemicalreactionof thehydrogenatomswith the a-phase
at its interfacebetweenthe /?-hydrideand unreactedcore.
He reported that the shrinkingunreactedcoremodelbest
fitted his kinetic study data. Two points in Nahm’sthree
step model are worth discussing.(1) In his dissociative
chemisorption,the diffusionof hydrogenfrom the outside
of the surfaceto theinsideof the hydride,i.e.the boundary
transition, wasnot includedin histhree steps.When the
hydrogenpressureishigh, the rate of boundary transition
is usually slowerthan the rate of dissociativechemisorption. So the boundary transition step should not be
neglectedin hydriding. The dissociativechemisorption
together with the boundary transition is just the dissolution processof hydrogen.(2) ~1+/I isa phasetransformation process.The hydriding rate must be describedby
phasetransformation kinetics, not by chemicalreaction
kinetics.

As the a-phase is one solid solution

and /? is

another hydride-basedsolid solution, the a + /I phase
transformationis actually depositionof the /?-phase
from
supersaturateda-solidsolution.In thispaper,wepropose
a newhydriding kinetic model.In our model,the hydriding processis divided into: (1) the dissolutionof hydrogen
in the alloy (or its hydride);(2)hydrogendiffusionthrough
the alloy (or its hydride); (3) phasetransformation (/Ihydride depositingfrom supersaturatedg-solidsolution).
2. HYDRIDING PROCESS
The hydriding processof the LaNi, systemalloy is
desecribed as follows: First, hydrogen atoms are
chemisorbedat the surfaceof the alloy under pressure,

and then transmitted from the surfaceto the matrix. As
thehydrogendissolutionin the alloy proceeds,the a-solid
solutionisfirst formedand thengradually supersaturated
with hydrogen in its surfaceregion. The /I-hydride starts
to depositfrom the supersaturateda-solidsolution.Three
casesmay occur according to the readinessof j-phase
nucleation in the a-matrix. (i) The nucleation of the
p-phasein the a-matrix is easy and fast. When nonequilibriumdefectssuchasexcessvacancies,dislocations,
grain boundaries,stacking faults and inclusions,all of
which increasethe total free energy,exist in the a-phase
and when the volume expansioncausedby phasetransformation is low, a large amount of /I-nuclei will occur
at once on the outsideof particlesunder low hydrogen
supersaturation,then the b-phasegrows and forms a
continuous

layer quickly. Here the /?-phase with the most

favorable orientation will grow slightly ahead of its
neighbours.Thusit can beexpectedto encroachgradually
on the domainof neighboursasits growth proceeds(Fig.
la). In this case,the two-phasecoexistingregionis zero,
it is similar to the casedescribedby the continuous
moving boundary model.The only differenceis that the
/?-phaseis consideredas depositingfrom supersaturated
a-solid solutionin our phasetransformationmodel,while
the p-phaseis consideredasbeingformedby thechemical
reaction of hydrogen atoms with the a-phase in a
continuous moving boundary model (or shrinking unreactedcoremodel).The increasein thicknessof /I-layers
is the result of p-phasegrowth. (ii) The nucleationof the
b-phaseisdifficult andslow,but the growth of the/?-phase
is fast. When the nucleation of the p-phaseis difficult,
the region of hydrogensupersaturationbecomeswide in
the matrix. When the amount of hydrogen supersaturation reachesthe critical value,the B-phasedepositsin the
supersaturation region simultaneously. Because the
growth rate of the p-phaseis quick and the amount of
its nuclei in the outer part of the particle, where the
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hydrogensupersaturationis higherthan that in the inner divided into two steps:(i) dissociativechemisorptionof
portion, is larger, the j-phase forms a continuousouter hydrogen, (ii) transition of hydrogen atomsthrough the
layer quickly. The p-layer existsin the outer portion of surface boundary. The dissolution of hydrogen into
the particle, the tl -t /I-two phaseregion exists in the hydride can be expressedas follows (seeFig. la):
middle and the a-singlephasein the center, respectively
(Fig. lb). As the high gradientof hydrogenconcentration
H, P 2[H]
in the tl + p coexisting region is causedby the different
fractionsbetweenthe a- and b-phase,not by the difference (1) dissociativechemisorptionof hydrogen on the outer
of hydrogen concentration in the a-phase(or p-phase), surface:
the diffusion of hydrogen from a- to /?-phaseis easier
than diffusion only in the a-phasebecauseof the short
diffusion distance and large concentration gradient.
H, + S: 2H--S
Hence,as the diffusion of hydrogen from the surfaceto
K2
the center proceeds,the width of the /?-phaseincreases
and the width of the a + /I-- two phaseregion decreases. (2) boundary transition: H +t [H].
Finally the a + p-phase disappearsand the pattern The dissociativechemisorptionratecanbe written as[6] :
changesto the one in the first case.(iii) The nucleation
and growth of the j-phase is difficult and slow. In this
dn
L = 4nr~mK,[K,P,Jl - fi)’ -- K2f+‘l
11)
case,the /?-phasewill distribute throughout the matrix
dt
(Fig. lc). Now the nucleation and growth of p-phaseis
the rate controlling step. But at the later stage,/?-phase WhenPHp equalsPHI,i, the rate of dissociativechemisorpformsin the outer layer asthe resultof hydrogendiffusion tion dn,/dt = 0. Therefore,when equilibrium is reached,
(Fig. lc). For all three casesmentionedabove,after the 0 becomes;
b-phasetransformation is completedthe hydrogen will
be continuously dissolvedinto the /?-phaseand then
KlPHz,i
diffusedinto the insideof the matrix until the equilibrium
J----U=
i
hydrogen pressureof the p-phaseis equalto the applied
,/K
+ \/KIPHi,;
hydrogen pressure.In the first case,the rate equation of
b-phasegrowth derived is similar to the rate equation Substitute 0 into equation (1). The equation can he
basedon the chemicalreaction deducedby Nahm [.5] rewritten as.
when the strain causedby volume expansionof phase
transformationis smalland the defectsare negligible,see
dn,- 4xr~mK,,K, K,
Section 3.3. below. But in the secondor third case,the
12)
& - cvjg + ,,im,i,z
(‘Hz --- ‘b.,).
hydriding rate can not be describedproperly by the
kinetics of chemicalreactions.
3.3.1.Boundary transition rate in hydride. The concentration of hydrogen on the outer sideof the surfacecan
3. HYDRIDING KINETIC EQUATIONS
be expressedas
The hydriding processof the alloy in a singlea-phase
(or P-phase)can be divided into the following two steps:
CPHi = K,O.
the dissolutionof hydrogen in the a-phase(or P-phase)
and the diffusion of hydrogen atomsthrough the a-phase
(or b-phase).The sameform of rate equation appliesno As the hydrogen storagealloy is a surfaceactive material
matter whether the alloy is hydrided in a single a- for hydrogen, somehydrogen atomsare held tightly by
or P-phaseregion.The only differenceis that the coeffi- the alloy, only thosehydrogen atomswith higher energy
cient dependson the physical properties,which change levelscandiffuseinto the interior. So the active hydrogen
with the phase.However, for a hydriding processin the atomsparticipating in the boundary diffusion are only
two-phase region, there are three steps, namely the
CbHiact
= Kt K,o
dissolutionof hydrogen, the diffusion of hydrogen and
the nucleation and growth of /?-phase.The processof
hydriding of the hydrogen kineticsin a two-phaseregion The boundary transition rate can thus be written a>
is more general.
In order to develop the hydriding kinetic equation in
dn, = 4nr~mK,(K,K,t)
-- CYBM).
a two-phaseregion,the following assumptionsare made,
-it
(i) hydrogen storageparticles are all of sphericalshape
with the samediameter, (ii) the number of spherical Let
particlesis m.
3.1. Dissolution

of hydrogen into hydride

The dissolution of hydrogen into hydride can be
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and kR can be expressedapproximately as
VK

K, x

Denoting

JK+JKC’

Now 0 can be written as8 = K,&.

where
where K = KoK,KR.
From this, we know that the
hydrogenconcentrationof the P-phasechangeswith the
pressure.The equilibrium pressureof the c1--f/I phase
transformation is P, , so C,,, which is the hydrogen
concentration of the b-hydride equilibrating with P,, at
the interface betweenthe a- and the /?-phase,can be we arrive at
written as

When the dissolution is the rate controlling step of
hydriding, that is,the diffusionof hydrogenand the c(--f fl
phasetransformationare quick, the concentrationgradient of hydrogen within tx and p can be ignored, then

From equation
(5), we know,
(1) When applied hydrogen
be low. and the value of

P,% is low,

PHI,i

must

also

K,

C,, = C,, = KJP,,.

So the boundary transition rate is
$

= 4m$mK,K(&

- a).

is much bigger than the value of l/K,. In this case,the
(3) dissolution rate is controlled by the dissociative
chemisorptionrate, hence

Equation (2) can be written as follows:

P&i = pe,.
From equation (5) or (2), the dissociativechemisorption
rate of m sphericalsamplesis
dn

-Z = 4zr~mK~K,K,(P,

When the dissolutionkeepsa quasi-steadystate,
2 dn,- dns
_ d”
dt
dt
dt’

- P,,)

(7)

(4)

Substituting&,
from equation(4) into equation(3),
we obtain the dissolutionrate of m sphericalsamples

(6)

dX,, = 3KRK2 (PO-P,,).
dt
r. K&

(8)

(2) When the applied hydrogen pressureis high,

X = i,

n, = f nrEmK&.

Substitutingtheseequationsinto equation(5),we obtain,

and the boundary transition is the rate-controlling step
of the dissolution.
‘0

=

‘H2.i’
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dX, zz 30,
dt

/r$(l - Xg)-li3 - l](l -- K’).
flXi

- Jp,)
3.3. Phase trunsformation

(10)

(11)
(3) When the appliedhydrogen pressureis comparatively
high, both the dissociativechemisorptionand boundary
transition control the dissolutionrate. The kinetics can
be expressedby equation (5).
Letting 6
= +(a
+ Jpe,), we can write
equation (5) asfollows:

The phasetransformation processis actually the processof nucleationand growth of a new phase.When the
nucleation of the P-phaseis fast, (see Fig. la), the
hydriding processin the two-phaseregion is the growth
of the b-phase.But if the nucleation of the P-phaseis
difficult and slow,the CI+ fl coexistingregionwould exist
within the matrix. The width of the two-phaseregion
dependson the easeof nucleation and growth of the
o-phase(seeFig. lb and c). The hydriding rate can be
describedby the JMA equation.
3.3.1. Heterogeneous nucleation. Porter [7] gives the
relation of heterogeneousnucleationrate to AG* :
.Vhe,= COC,exp(- AGJKT) exp(- AG*iKT*)
= No exp(- AG,,‘K T).

(12) Becausethe existence of detects, such as vacancies,
dislocations,stackingfaults, grain boundariesand interphaseboundaries,increasein AG,, and decreasein At?.
the rate of heterogeneousnucleationwill be increased

%=‘(’-&)/ro[~+.,,,,,;+~]
(13)

(14)
3.2. D@sion

of the hydrogen atoms

When diffusion of the hydrogen atoms is the ratecontrolling step, the width of the two-phaseregion will
be zero and the continuous moving spherical surface
modelfits well (seeFig. la). Neglectingthe differenceof
concentration within the a-phase,the hydriding rate of
m sphericalsamplesis
dn
- = 4aromDg(CBH - CpJ
dt

(15)

SinceX, is equalto 1 - (r/ro)3, then

$ = 4nromDBK(&- fi)/[(l

- xg)-li3 - I]
(16)

z

= 3D,

3.3.2. Growth of the b-phase. When the /f-phase depositsfrom supersaturateda-solidsolution and the two
phaseshave different compositions,the P-phasegrowth
requires long-range diffusion of metal atoms. If the
interfacialreactionis fast, i.e.the transferof atomsacross
the interface is an easy process,the rate at which the
B-phasegrows will be governed by the rate at which
lattice diffusion can remove the excessatoms from the
interface ahead. This is known as ditrusion-controlled
growth. This case has been discussedin Section 3.2.
However, if for somereasonthe interfacial reaction is
muchslowerthan the rate of lattice diffusion,the growth
rate will be governedby the interface reaction kinetics.
Under thesecircumstances
growth is saidto he interface.
controlled. It is also possiblethat both the interface
reactionandthe diffusionprocessproceedat comparable
rates. In this case the reaction is said to be mixed
controlled. Now, we try to analyseinterfacecontrolled
growth. In this case,the ,&phasecangrow like continuous
growth or lateral growth, which further dependson the
properties of the boundary and driving force. If the
B-phaseisincoherentwith the matrix, the boundary layer
between the P-phase and matrix will he a diffused
interface.If the two phasesare structurally coherent,the
interfacemigratesin quite different ways.In a continuous
growth process,atomsmigratein sucha way asto create
a rough interface. In a lateral growth prodess,where
leaguesand jogs are formed by spiral growth or twin
boundaries,atomsmigrate in sucha way as to create a
flat interface.When the driving forceincreases,
the lateral
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growth would changeto a continuousgrowth. In general, whereK, = Kb Ln(P, - PJP,,) [9]. The hydriding rate
the interfacebetweenthe tl- and p-phaseis incoherent,so is given by:
the growth rate of the B-phaseis [7]:
n’- I
3 = n’Kb(1 - X8) Ln F
[-Ln(l - X,)]“.
dr
D
AG
-= -MAG=
--%.-.
dt
eq
dr
GO
Since

(21)

0

x,=1-

I.

3

The amount of absorbedhydrogen,

,

r0

dX,- - gyg
dt
oo

(1 - X$‘3*

SinceAG = AG, - AG: + AG,, it can easily be shown
that for a dilute or ideal solution, the driving force.AG,
is given by [7]

dn

4

;i;; = 5 nr”,mn’KKb&(l

x Ln y

[-Ln(1 -X,)1

-ri

- I

n’

(22)

-2

AG, = RT, (C,, - C,,).
dx

SinceC, = K,&

- X,)

dt

and C,, = K,&

= ,,‘K’

0
n’ - 1

d=‘, - ____
30,
dt
aro&

x [ - Ln(1 - X,)]T’
(6

(23)

- Jp,,n1 - X6)2/3

- --$&- (AG: - AG,)(l - Xg)2’3
0 0

The n’ value in Fig. lb is smallerthan that in Fig. lc,
when the activation proceeds,P, in the above equations
(19)
decreases
and becomecloseto zero after activation.

which is quite similar to Nahm’s rate equation for a
chemicalreaction [S] :

dXLJ
dt

3MHKs
ro~oWP2

(Jp, - x)(1

- X&Y

When the volume expansionat phasetransformation is
zero and no defectexistsin the a-phase,the differenceof
the two equationsis only the coefficient. Someexperimental results,which show that the chemicalreaction is
the rate-controlling step, prove that the growth of the
/?-phase
isactually the rate-controllingstep.If the a-phase
is coherent with the j-phase and the interface migrates
by spiral growth, the rate of B growth would be proportional to the squareof the driving force AG. In this case,
the hydriding rate can not be describedby kinetics of
chemicalreactions.
0

In Fig. lb and c, the
hydriding rate is controlled by nucleation and growth.
The rate equation for nucleation and growth is known
as the Johnson-Mehl-Avami equation. The fraction of
the p-phaseis given by:
3.3.3. Nucleation

and growth.

X, = 1 - exp[-(K&J”‘,

n’ 2 0.5

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Transformedfraction, XP

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of various types of hydrogen absorp
tion rate depending on the transformed fraction, X,. (A) Dissolution of hydrogen molecules in the matrix. (B) Hydrogen
diffusion through the hydride phase (or matrix). (C) The growth
(20) of the B-phase. (D) Time-dependent nucleation and growth.
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D’ and C’ in Fig. 3 will move in parallel toward the low
pressuresideand finally coincide with curves D and C,
respectively.It is for this reasonthat the de&&s caused
by the volume expansionin the hy
pl%iXSS
make the nucleationand growth of the p-phasefast and
easy.If curve D’ movesfaster than curve C’, growth of
the B-phasemay becomethe hydriding rate-controlling
stepin the activation process.
After activation, the rate-controlling step may be the
dissolutionor diffusion of hydrogen, or the nucleation
and growth of the j-phase, becausethe relative positions
of lines A, B, C, and D in Figs 2 and 3 will vary with
the experimental conditions and the tested materials.
Figures2 and 3 showa typical case,the rate-controlling
stepvarieswith the reactedfraction andappliedhydrogen
pressureaccording to the rule that the step with the
slowestrate governsthe hydriding process.At the former
stage,the rate-controlling step will changefrom dissoiution of hydrogen to nucleation and growth of the
P-phasewith increasingappliedhydrogenpressure.If the
dissolutionof hydrogen is the rate-controlling step,then
Hydrogen pressure, P,
at low pressure(P < PI), and the dissociativechemical
absorptioncontrols the dissolutionof hydrogen, But at
Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of hydriding rate versus the applied
higher pressure(P > P,) the dissolution of hydrogen
hydrogen pressure. (A) Chemisorption. (A’) Boundary transition.
(B) hydrogen diffusion. (C, C’) Growth of b-phase after and before changesto the boundary transition. In this case the
activation. (D, D’) Nucleation and growth after and before hydride rate does not changewith the transformation
activation.
fraction as shownin Fig. 2 (curve A). When the growth
of the B-phaseor hydrogen diffusion is the controlling
step, the hydriding rate varies with the transformation
fraction as curves B or C in Fig. 2, respectively,but at
higherpressurethe nucleationandgrowth isstill the ratecontrolling step. However, as the hydrogenation pro4. THE DEPENDENCE OF THE HYDROGEN
ceeds,curves C and D in Fig. 3 will move downward
ABSORPTION RATE ON THE HYDROGEN
around point P = P,, according to equations(19) and
PRESSURE AND TRANSFORMED FRACTION
(21),and curve C movesmost quickly. Therefore,at the
From equations(14),(18), (19),(21),and (8), (ll), (18), later stage,the hydriding processmay becomea hydro(19),(21), the theoretical rate-transformedfraction rela- gen-diffusion-limitedprocessas shownin Fig. 2. In the
tion of an alloy and rate-hydrogenpressurerelation for middle stage,there existsthe possibility that growth of
eachtype of rate limitation are plotted in Figs 2 and 3, the p-phaseor the nucleationand growth of Ihe P-phase
Ihe
governs
respectively.
hydriding process.
5. DISCUSSION

6. CONCLUSIONS

It is generally acceptedthat the first hydrogenation 1. The hydriding processcan be divided into threesteps,
processof a metal hydrogen storage alloy is a phase
(i) dissolutionof hydrogen atomson the surfaceof the
transformation processand the nucleation and growth
m-phase
(or P-phase);(ii) diffusion of hydrogen atoms
of the b-phase is the hydriding rate-controlling step,
through the a-phase(or p-phase);(iii) phasetransformbecausethere exist fewer defectsin the matrix before
ation (hydride depositingfrom supersaturateda-solid
activation, and this makesthe nucleationand growth of
solution), or nucleation and growth of hydride. The
the p-phasedifficult. In this case, the hydriding rate
dissolutioncan be divided further into dissociative
equationcan be describedby the JMA equationand the
chemisorptionand boundary transition.
dependenceof the hydriding rate on the reactedfraction 2. For the hydriding process,at first the nucleationand
and appliedhydrogenpressureareshownin Figs 2 (curve
growth of p-phaseis the controlling step. After actiD) and 3 (curve D’), respectively.In Fig. 3 and equation
vation, the hydriding rate-controlling step varieswith
(20), P, is the nucleation barrier. In the first several
the experimentalconditions and the testedmaterial.
hydriding and dehydriding cycles, P, will decreaseand
At low appliedhydrogenpressure,the rate-controlling
finally becomeclose to zero after activation. Simultastep may be hydrogen dissociationor hydrogen difneously, (AG: - AG,) in equation (19) has the same
fusion or growth of B-phase.At higher pressures
variation tendencyasP,. This meansthat the rate curves
nucleationand growth is the controlling step.
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